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CLASS NUMBERS OF CENTRAL SIMPLE ALGEBRAS OVER
GLOBAL FUNCTION FIELDS
FU-TSUN WEI AND CHIA-FU YU
Abstract. Let K be a global function field together with a place ∞, and
A the subring of functions regular outside ∞. In this paper we present an
effective method to evaluate the (locally free) class number of an arbitrary
hereditary A-order in an arbitrary definite central simple K-algebra. We also
show that the class number of any non-principal genus for a hereditary order
in D can be reduced to that of the principal genus for another hereditary order
in D.
1. Introduction
Let K be a global function field with finite constant field Fq together with a place
∞ (the place at infinity), and A the subring of functions regular outside ∞. Let D
be a definite (with respect to∞) central simple algebra over K of degree n, that is,
D⊗K K∞ is a division algebra with dimK D = n2, where K∞ is the completion of
K at the place ∞. Let R be a hereditary A-order in D. Recall that an A-order in
D is said to be hereditary if any left (or right) ideal of R is a projective R-module.
Denote by h(R) the class number of R. By this we mean the number of equivalence
classes of locally free right (or left) ideals of R. Note that for the non-commutative
rings, projective modules may not be locally free. The computation of the class
number h(R) has been done in the following cases:
(1) The algebra D is quaternion, due to Eichler [5].
(2) The algebra D is of Drinfeld type, A = Fq[t] is a polynomial ring and R is
a maximal A-order, due to Gekeler [7].
(3) The algebra D is of prime index and A = Fq[t] is a polynomial ring, due to
Denert and Van Geel [4].
Recall that a central simple algebra D over K of degree n is called of Drinfeld
type if D is ramified precisely at the place ∞ and another finite place v with local
invariants −1/n and 1/n, respectively. These precisely appear as endomorphism
algebras of supersingular Drinfeld A-modules of rank n over an algebraic closure
Fv of the residue field Fv of v.
The proof of Gekeler’s class number formula is geometric. When R is a maximal
order, it is well-known (see [3], also cf. [6], [16]) that there is a natural bijection
between the set Cl(R) of equivalence classes of locally free right ideals of R and the
set Λ(n, v) of isomorphism classes of supersingular Drinfeld A-modules of rank n
over Fv. Using this interpretation, Gekeler calculated the number of isomorphism
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classes of supersingular Drinfeld A-modules in the fine Drinfeld moduli spaces when
A = Fq[t]. Then he established the transfer principle which relates the supersingular
Drinfeld A-modules with extra symmetries and supersingular Drinfeld A′-modules
of low rank for certain integral extension A′ of A; see [7] for more details. This
gives a way to express the class number h(R) recursively. In [7, p. 333] Gekeler
asked whether or not the transfer principle holds for a larger class of definite central
simple algebras D than those of Drinfeld type. We examine this in the case where
the degree n of D is a prime number. It turns out that the (naive) transfer principle
holds only for a very restricted class: only for D with exactly two ramified places,
∞ and another finite place v (but allowing different local invariants at ∞ and the
finite ramified place v).
The proof of the class number formula for definite central division algebras of
prime degree by Denert and Van Geel [4] is based on the generalization of Eichler’s
trace formula for Brandt matrices (see [5] and [4, Formula (7), p. 392]), and to
compute explicitly the terms in the Eichler-Brandt trace formula in the case where
K is the rational function field. As far as the authors know, the trace formula of
Brandt matrices is known only for definite central division algebras of prime degree
(see [2, Theorem 4.3] and [4, Formula (7), p. 392]), and the explicit computation
of the terms in the Eichler-Brandt trace formula is carried out by Denert and Van
Geel only when K is the rational function field (see [4, Theorems 3 and 9]).
In this article we evaluate the class number h(R) for the general case, namely,
for any global function field K with a place at infinity, any definite central simple
algebra D and any hereditary A-order R in D. Our approach is to construct
an algebraic analogue of Gekeler’s transfer principle for arbitrary definite central
simple algebras, which shares the same spirit of relating class numbers of algebras
of larger degrees to those of lower degrees, but allowing more complicated relations
among them than the original one (as we know, the naive generalization of Gekeler’s
transfer principle only holds in a very restricted class). We now describe this
transfer principle.
First observe that the multiplicative group R′× of any A-order R′ in D is a finite
cyclic group. More precisely, R′× ≃ F×qs for a finite field Fqs contained in D, and
hence s|n. Let I1, ..., Ih(R) be representatives of locally free right ideal classes of R,
and let Ri be the left order of Ii for 1 ≤ i ≤ h(R). For computing the class number
h(R), we may compute what we call the weight-s class number
hs(D/K,R) = #{i | 1 ≤ i ≤ h(R), R
×
i
∼= F×qs}
for every positive divisor s of n. A basic result says that an A-order R is hereditary
if and only if all its local completions Rv are hereditary. Also, the hereditary
order Rv is determined by its invariant ~fv = (fv,1, . . . , fv,rv) up to conjugation;
see Section 2.2. As a result, the class number hs(D/K,R) depends only on the
invariant ~f := (~fv)v 6=∞ of R, so we also denote it by hs(D/K,~f).
Let FD be a maximal finite subfield of D; the degree s0 := [FD : Fq] does not
depend on the choice of FD, following from the Noether-Skolem Theorem. From
the basic properties, one knows
hs(D/K,R) = 0 if s ∤ s0.
Let s be a positive divisor of s0. Let Ls := K · Fqs be the constant field extension
of K of degree s, and let OLs denote the integral closure of A in Ls. Choose an
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embedding ι : Ls → D of Ls into D, and let D′s be the centralizer of its image
ι(Ls) in D. We regard Ls as a subfield of D via the embedding ι. Our main results
(see Theorem 1.1) do not depend on the choice of the embedding ι. It is easy to
see that D′s is again a definite central simple algebra over Ls with respect to the
unique place ∞s over ∞, with degree n/s and [FD′s : Fqs ] = [FD : Fq]/s.
Next we define a finite index set Ω(D/K, s,~f). This set is actually the combi-
natorial description of the product of all local optimal embeddings, where we give
a detailed analysis in Section 7, which is the core of our explicit computation. Let
Σ0K (resp. Σ
0
Ls
) the set of all finite places of K (resp. of Ls). Let v be a finite
place of K. Let Dv := D ⊗ Kv ≃ Matmv (∆v), where ∆v is a central division
algebra over Kv and mv is the local capacity at v (see [11]). Let dv be the de-
gree of ∆v; one has n = mvdv for all v and dv = 1 for almost all places v. Note
that if ~fv = (fv,1, . . . , fv,rv) is the invariant of the local hereditary order Rv, then∑rv
i=1 fv,i = mv. Put
ℓs,v := gcd(s, deg v), and ts,v := gcd(s/ℓs,v, dv).
Let Ωv(D/K, s, ~fv) denote the set consisting of all tuples (~fw,∗)w|v indexed by
places w of Ls over v, where each ~fw,∗ = (fw,(i,j)) is an rv × ts,v-matrix with non-
negative integer entries fw,(i,j) ∈ Z≥0 (1 ≤ i ≤ rv and 1 ≤ j ≤ ts,v), that satisfy
the following conditions: If one puts
(1.1) fw,i :=
s
ℓs,vts,v
·
ts,v∑
j=1
fw,(i,j),
then
(1.2)
rv∑
i=1
fw,i =
mv
ℓs,v
∀w | v, and
∑
w|v
fw,i = fv,i for 1 ≤ i ≤ rv.
Then we define the index set Ω(D/K, s,~f) by
(1.3) Ω(D/K, s,~f) :=
∏
v∈Σ0
K
Ωv(D/K, s, ~fv).
It is not hard to see that the local component Ωv(D/K, s, ~fv) is singleton for almost
all v and every Ωv(D/K, s, ~fv) is a finite set, and hence that Ω(D/K, s,~f) is a finite
set.
We can write any element in Ω(D/K, s,~f) in the form ~f∗ = (~fw,∗)w∈Σ0
Ls
, where
~fw,∗ = (fw,(i,j)) is an element in Z
rv
≥0 × Z
ts,v
≥0 with the conditions above. We make
an appropriate order on the index set {(i, j)} and regard ~fw,∗ as a (long) vector in
Z
rv·ts,v
≥0 ; see Section 4.2 for details. Denote by
~fow,∗ the vector obtained by removing
zero entries of the vector ~fw,∗ (also see Section 4.2) and define ~f
o
∗ := (
~fow,∗)w∈Σ0Ls
.
Note that the sum
∑
i,j fw,(i,j) is equal to the local capacity of the central simple
algebraD′s over Ls at w for all finite places w. Therefore, there is a hereditary order
R′(~fo∗ ) in D
′
s with invariant
~fo∗ and it makes sense to talk about the class numbers
hs′′(D
′
s/Ls,
~fo∗ ) := hs′′(D
′
s/Ls, R
′(~fo∗ )) for positive divisors s
′′ of [FD′s : Fqs ].
With notations being as above, our transfer principle is stated as follows.
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Theorem 1.1. For any two positive divisors s and s′ of [FD : Fq] with s | s′, we
have
(1.4) s · hs′(D/K,R) =
∑
~f∗∈Ω(D/K,s,~f)
hs′/s(D
′
s/Ls, R
′(~fo∗ )).
We make a few remarks about Theorem 1.1. When D is of Drinfeld type, Theo-
rem 1.1 recovers Gekeler’s transfer principle (cf. Theorem 5.1). See Section 5.1 for
the explanation of Gekeler’s transfer principle for supersingular Drinfeld modules
and the deduction from Theorem 1.1. As a result, we give an algebraic proof of
Theorem 5.1. Note that in this special case, the hereditary orders R′(~fo∗ ) in D
′
s
occurred in (1.4) are also maximal. This is not true for the general cases; one needs
to deal with class numbers of hereditary orders (in smaller subalgebras) as well even
when one starts with a maximal order R in D. This is also a main reason for us to
consider directly the cases of arbitrary hereditary orders.
Theorem 1.1 indicates that in order to get hs(D/K,R), it suffices to compute
h1(D
′
s/Ls, R
′(~fo∗ )) for each
~f∗ in Ω(D/K, s,~f). Recall that the associated mass
Mass(D/K,R) is defined as follows:
Mass(D/K,R) :=
∑
1≤i≤h(R)
1
#(R×i )
=
∑
s|[FD :Fq]
hs(D/K,R)
qs − 1
,
where Ri is the left order of each R-ideal Ii. The mass Mass(D/K,R) only depends
on the invariant ~f of R, so we may also denote it by Mass(D/K,~f). Notice that
#(R×i ) = q
s − 1 if there exists an optimal embedding of OLs into Ri. The mass
formula (cf. [4], the precise formula is also stated in Theorem 3.1) shows that the
mass Mass(D/K,R) can be computed explicitly in terms of integral values of the
zeta function of K. Theorem 1.1 and the mass formula for Mass(D′s/Ls, R
′(~fo∗ ))
together provide enough equations to solve each weight-s class number hs(D/K,R).
As a result, the class number h(R) can be also expressed in terms of special zeta
values eventually.
The second part of main results is to make the computation of the class number
more effectively. Note that the index set Ω(D/K, s,~f) in (1.4) is the product of its
local components Ωv (1.3). However, the class number hs′/s(D
′
s/Ls, R
′(~fo∗ )) is not.
Therefore, there is no direct way to reduce the computations locally. The way we
do is to regroup the relation (1.4) into the (partial) mass sums (see Theorem 4.6):
(1.5) s ·
∑
s′:s|s′|[FD:FK ]
hs′(D/K,~f)
qs′ − 1
=
∑
~f∗∈Ω(D/K,s,~f)
Mass(D′s/Ls,
~fo∗ ).
Note that now one can compute the right side of the equation (1.5) directly us-
ing the mass formula, without going through the induction step of computing
h1(D
′
s/Ls, R
′(~fo∗ )) recursively. This simplifies the computation significantly.
The second input is using the nice property of the masses, which allows us to
separate the global and local contributions. Set
Mass(D′s/Ls) := Mass(D
′
s/Ls,
~f ′max),
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where ~f ′max is the invariant of a maximal OLs-order R
′
max in D
′
s. For any finite
place w of Ls and any vector ~hw = (hw,1, ..., hw,rw) ∈ Z
rw
≥0, we set
(1.6) T ′w(D
′
s/Ls,
~hw) :=
mw∏
i=1
(
N(w)dwi − 1
)
rw∏
i=1
(
hv,i∏
j=1
(
N(w)dwj − 1
)) ,
where mw is the local capacity of D
′
s at w, dw is the local index of D
′
s at w and
N(w) is the cardinality of the residue field of Ls at w. Then the mass formula
(Theorem 3.1) gives
Mass(D′s/Ls,
~fo∗ )) = Mass(D
′
s/Ls) ·
∏
w∈Σ0
Ls
T ′w(D
′
s/Ls,
~fw,∗).
For each finite place v of K, define
(1.7) Θv(D/K, s, ~fv) :=
∑
(~fw,∗)w|v∈Ωv(D/K,s, ~fv)
∏
w|v
T ′w(D
′
s/Ls,
~fw,∗)
 .
Our second main result (Theorem 4.7) states as follows, which reduces the com-
putation in purely local terms.
Theorem 1.2. Notations being as above, one has
(1.8) s ·
∑
s′:s|s′|[FD:FK ]
hs′(D/K,~f)
qs′ − 1
= Mass(D′s/Ls) ·
∏
v∈Σ0
K
Θv(D/K, s, ~fv).
We also provide a simple method to compute the local terms Θv(D/K, s, ~fv) us-
ing generating functions (see Proposition 4.8). In Section 4.5 we present a recursive
formula for computing the class number h(R) using Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 together
with the explicit computation of the local terms Θv(D/K, s, ~fv).
We already mentioned that the index set Ω(D/K, s,~f) is the combinatorial de-
scription of the product of all local optimal embeddings of Ls in Ri, following from
the results in Section 7. Therefore, this gives a combinatorial criterion of determin-
ing the existence of optimal embeddings. As a by-product, we obtain the following
generalization (Theorem 4.4) of Eichler’s theorem [5] on optimal embeddings from
quaternion algebras to central simple algebras, which is of interest in its own right.
Theorem 1.3. Notations being as above. There is an optimal embedding of OLs
into a hereditary order R′ in D of invariant ~f if and only if for all v ∈ Σ0K , one
has the divisibility
(1.9)
s
ℓs,vts,v
∣∣∣ fv,i
for 1 ≤ i ≤ rv.
In [8] Papikian establishes a bijection between the isomorphism classes of excep-
tional D-elliptic sheaves with the ideal classes of a certain hereditary order. Also,
he identified the isomorphism classes of supersingular D-elliptic sheaves with the
ideal classes of a maximal order. One application of our main results evaluates the
number of isomorphism classes of those D-elliptic sheaves.
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Another application of our results is to compute the dimension of certain auto-
morphic forms for definite central simple algebras. Indeed, the class number h(R)
is simply the dimension of the space L2(D×\D̂×/R̂×) of automorphic forms. Here
D̂ := D ⊗K A∞K and R̂ := R ⊗A Â, where A
∞
K is the ring of finite adeles of K and
Â is the pro-finite completion of A.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we include the preliminaries for
central simple algebras over global function fields and local properties of hereditary
orders. We also compute the degree [FD : Fq] of a maximal finite subfield FD in D.
In Section 3 we explain the strategy of computing the class number from the mass
formula and optimal embeddings. An explicit mass formula for hereditary A-orders
is described in Section 3.1. In Section 3.2 we translate the problem of computing
class numbers into that for numbers of (global) optimal embeddings. We also
note at the end of Section 3 that global optimal embeddings can be understood
through the study of local optimal embeddings. The main theorems are presented
in Section 4, and we give a recursive formula for computing the class number in
Section 4.5. Section 5 includes special cases and examples to show the relation
between the main theorems and previous results in [4] and [6]. In Section 5.1, we
recall Gekeler’s transfer principle for supersingular Drinfeld modules and deduce
Gekeler’s result from Theorem 1.1. In Section 5.2, we focus on the special case
where [FD : Fq] is a prime, and express the class number h(R) in terms of masses.
Moreover, when the degree n of D over K is a prime number, we obtain an explicit
class number formula which coincides with the formulas in [4, Theorems 3 and 9]
in the case where K is the rational function field. We also give an example for the
reader’s interest using the recursive formula of Section 4.5. In Section 6 we show
that the computation of the class number of other genus of (not necessarily locally
free) R-ideals can be reduced to that of locally free R′-ideals for another hereditary
A-order R′, the principal genus class number. Section 7 is an independent section,
in which we make a detailed study of local optimal embeddings. This also plays
the key ingredient in the proof of our main theorem Theorem 1.1.
2. Preliminaries
In this section, we set up general notations and establish basic results of defi-
nite central simple algebras of arbitrary degree which we shall need in this article.
Further details are referred to [11].
2.1. General settings. Let K be a global function field with finite constant field
Fq, i.e. the transcendental degree of K over Fq is one and Fq is algebraically closed
in K. For each place v of K, the completion of K at v is denoted by Kv, and we
set Ov to be the valuation ring of Kv. Fix a uniformizer πv in Ov. The residue
field Ov/(πv) is denoted by Fv, and deg v is the degree of Fv over Fq. There is a
canonical embedding Fv →֒ Ov, and Ov is in fact isomorphic to the power series
ring Fv[[πv]]. The cardinality of Fv is denoted by N(v).
Let D be a central simple algebra over K with dimKD = n
2. For each place v
of K, we have that Dv := D ⊗K Kv is isomorphic to Matmv (∆v), where ∆v is a
central division algebra over Kv with dimKv∆v = d
2
v and mvdv = n. We recall the
definition of local invariants of D. Note that ∆v contains an unramified maximal
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subfield Fv (so [Fv : Kv] = dv), and there exists an element uv in ∆v such that
udvv = π
κv
v where κv ∈ Z with gcd(κv, dv) = 1, and
uvαv = Frv(αv)uv for all αv in Fv.
Here Frv is the Frobenius automorphism of Fv over Kv, i.e. for any αv in the val-
uation ring OFv of Fv we have Frv(αv) ≡ α
N(v)
v (mod πvOFv ). The local invariant
invv(D) of D at v is defined as
invv(D) := κv/dv mod Z ∈ Q/Z,
which is independent of the choices of Fv, πv, and uv. We call D ramified at v if
invv(D) 6≡ 0 (mod Z), i.e. ∆v is not equal to Kv. Let S = SD be the set consisting
of places of K where D is ramified. It is well-known that S is finite, and that∑
v∈V K
invv(D) ≡ 0 (mod Z),
where ΣK denotes the set of all places of K.
2.2. Hereditary orders. Fix a place∞ of K, referred as the place at infinity; and
others are referred as finite places of K. Let A be the ring of functions in K regular
outside ∞. Recall that a hereditary A-order R in D is an A-order in D such that
every left (or equivalently right) ideal of R is projective as an R-module. It is known
that an A-order R in D is hereditary if and only if its completion Rv := R ⊗A Ov
is hereditary for all finite places v of K.
Let R be a hereditary A-order in D. For each finite place v ofK. The completion
Rv := R⊗AOv is a hereditary Ov-order in Dv ∼= Matmv (∆v). The unique maximal
Ov-order in ∆v is denoted by O∆v and we set Pv to be its maximal (two-sided)
ideal. It is known that there exists a vector ~fv = (fv,1, ..., fv,rv), where fv,1, ..., fv,rv
are positive integers such that
∑rv
i=1 fv,i = mv, and Rv is isomorphic to the ring
Matmv(
~fv, O∆v) consisting of elements X = (Xi,j)1≤i,j≤rv in Matmv (O∆v ) such
that
Xi,j ∈
{
Matfv,i×fv,j (O∆v ) if i ≤ j,
Matfv,i×fv,j (Pv) if i > j.
The number rv is called the period ofRv; the vector ~fv := (fv,1, ..., fv,rv) is called the
invariant of R at v, which is uniquely determined by Rv up to cyclic permutations.
When fv = (1, . . . , 1), the order Rv is the Iwahori order which is the preimage of
the set of upper triangular matrices over O∆v/Pv. We shall also call the collection
f = (fv)v 6=∞ the invariant of R.
Note that the class number h(R) only depends on the invariant f of R but not
on R itself. We also write h(D/K, f) for the class number number h(R).
2.3. The constant field of D. Let K, ∞, A and D be as above. Assume that
D is definite with respect to ∞, that is, the completion D∞ := D ⊗K K∞ at ∞ is
a division algebra. For any element α in D which is algebraic over Fq, Fq(α) is a
finite field with
[Fq(α) : Fq] = [K(α) : K] | n,
as K(α) is a subfield of D.
Let s be a positive divisor of n. Put Ls := KFqs , the constant field extension of
K of degree s. For any place v of K, let ℓs,v be the number of places of Ls over
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v. One has ℓs,v = gcd(s, deg v). The following lemma gives the criterion for the
existence of an embedding of Ls into D.
Lemma 2.1. There exists an embedding ι : Ls →֒ D if and only if ℓs,v divides mv
for all places v of K.
Proof. Suppose D ⊗K Ls ∼= Matcs(∆s), where ∆s is a central division algebra
over Ls. By [12, Lemma 2.3], there exists an embedding of Ls into D if and only
if s|cs. For each place v of K, let w be a place of Ls lying above v. We denote by
Ls,w the completion of Ls at w; one has [Ls,w : Kv] = s/ℓs,v. Write
D ⊗K Ls,w ∼= Matrw(∆
′
w),
where ∆′w is a central division algebra over Ls,w. Then by [11, (31.9) Theorem]
(remembering Dv ≃Matmv (∆v)),
(2.1) rw = mv · gcd(dv, [Ls,w : Kv]) = gcd(mvdv,mv ·
s
ℓs,v
) = gcd(n, s ·
mv
ℓs,v
).
It is known that (cf. [11, (32.17) Theorem])
(2.2) cs = gcd(rw : place w of Ls).
It follows from (2.1) that s|rw if and only if ℓs,v|mv, and (2.2) says that s|cs if and
only if s|rw. This completes the proof of the lemma.
Definition 2.2. Let s0 be the divisor of n which is maximal such that ℓs0,v divides
mv for all places v of K. Then the finite field FD := Fqs0 is called the constant field
of D.
Remark. (1) By Lemma 2.1, any maximal finite subfield of D is isomorphic to FD.
(2) For our convenience, we also denote by FK the constant field of K.
Suppose n = pn11 . . . p
nr
r , where pi are distinct prime numbers and ni are positive
integers. For any v ∈ ΣK , the set of all places of K, let
s =
r∏
i=1
p
ni(s)
i , mv =
r∏
i=1
p
mi(v)
i , and gcd(deg v, n) =
r∏
i=1
p
ni(v)
i
be the primary decomposition. Then one has ℓs,v | mv if and only if
(2.3) min{ni(s), ni(v)} ≤ mi(v), ∀ i = 1, . . . , r.
Note that mi(v) = ni for almost all places v ∈ ΣK . For each i = 1, . . . , r, if
ni(v) ≤ mi(v) for all v ∈ ΣK , then ni(s) can be any integer 0 ≤ ni(s) ≤ ni. Let
Si := {v ∈ S | ni(v) > mi(v) }. Then if Si is non-empty, one has
0 ≤ ni(s) ≤ min
v∈Si
{mi(v)}.
Therefore, we obtain the following lemma which computes the degree s0 = [FD :
FK ].
Lemma 2.3. Let the notation be as above and let s0 =
∏r
i=1 p
ni(s0)
i . Then one has
for i = 1, . . . , r,
(2.4) ni(s0) =
{
minv∈Si{mi(v)}, if Si 6= ∅ ,
ni, otherwise.
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Now, let R be an A-order in D. Then the multiplicative group R× must be a
finite cyclic group. More precisely:
Lemma 2.4. Let the notation and assumption be as above and let R be any A-
order in D. Then the multiplicative group R× is isomorphic to F×qs for some positive
integer s | [FD : FK ].
Proof. Since R is discrete in D∞ and R
× is in the maximal compact subring
OD∞ of D∞, we have the finiteness of R
×. We show that the group homomorphism
R× −→ (OD∞/P∞)
×.
is injective. Let a ∈ R× be an element in the kernel. Then a = 1 + α where
α ∈ P∞. The finiteness of the order of a implies that α = 0. To see this, suppose
the order of a = pr ·m where p is the characteristic of Fq and gcd(p,m) = 1. Write
ap
r
= 1 + bΠ where b ∈ O∆∞ and Π is a generator of P∞. Then
1 = (ap
r
)m = 1 +m · bΠ+ · · ·
and hence b = 0. Thus we have ap
r
= 1, i.e. (α)p
r
= 0. Since D is a division
algebra, α = 0.
Therefore R× is a finite cyclic group, and Fq[R
×] ≃ Fqs for some positive integer
s | s0 = [FD : Fq]. Since Fq[R
×] ⊂ R, one has
R× = (Fq[R
×])× ≃ F×qs .
This completes the proof of the lemma.
3. Strategy of computing the class number h(R)
In this section, we explain how to compute the class number h(R) of a hereditary
A-order R in D. Recall that D is a definite central simple algebra over K with
dimKD = n
2 and R is a hereditary A-order in D.
3.1. Mass formulas. A locally free (fractional) right ideal I of R is a projective
A-lattice in D such that I ·R = I and for each finite place v of K, there exists αv
in D×v such that Iv(:= I ⊗A Ov) = αvRv. Two locally free right ideals I1 and I2
are called equivalent if there exists an element b in D× such that I1 = b · I2. We
are interested in the number h = h(R) of locally free right ideal classes of R in D.
Let A∞K be the ring of finite adeles of K, and let Â be the pro-finite completion
of A. Note that the set of locally free right ideal classes of R can be identified with
the finite double coset space D×\D̂×/R̂×, where D̂ := D⊗KA∞K and R̂ := R⊗A Â.
More precisely, let g1, ..., gh be representatives of the double cosets. Then {Ii :=
D ∩ giR̂ | 1 ≤ i ≤ h} is a set of representatives of locally free right ideal classes of
R.
For 1 ≤ i ≤ h, let Ri be the left order of Ii. Since D is definite, by Lemma 2.4 the
cardinality of the multiplicative group R×i is finite. The mass sum Mass(D/K,R)
is defined by
(3.1) Mass(D/K,R) :=
∑
1≤i≤h
1
#(R×i )
.
Let S′ = S′R be the set of finite places v of K for which Rv is not a maximal
Ov-order in Dv. Recall that S = SD is the set of ramified places (including ∞) of
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K for D. The mass sum Mass(D/K,R) has an explicit description by the following
theorem:
Theorem 3.1. (Mass formula) Let D be a definite central simple algebra over K
with dimKD = n
2. Let R be a hereditary A-order in D. For each place v of K.
Suppose the local invariant invv(D) is κv/dv mod Z and the invariant of R at v
(when v is a finite place of K) is ~fv = (fv,1, ..., fv,rv). Then we have
(3.2) Mass(D/K,R) =
#Pic(A)
q − 1
·
n−1∏
i=1
ζK(−i) ·
∏
v∈S
Tv ·
∏
v∈S′
T ′v ,
where Pic(A) is the Picard group of A, ζK(s) is the Dedekind zeta function of K:
ζK(s) :=
∏
v∈ΣK
(1 −N(v)−s)−1,
the constants Tv and T
′
v are given by
Tv =
∏
1≤i≤n−1,
dv ∤i
(
N(v)i − 1
)
,
and
(3.3) T ′v := [GLmv(O∆v ) : R
×
v ] =
mv∏
i=1
(
N(v)dvi − 1
)
rv∏
i=1
(
fv,i∏
j=1
(
N(v)dvj − 1
)) .
Proof. See [4, p. 382] and [9]. Also see [14] for detailed computations of the
proof.
3.2. Optimal embeddings. Let FD be the constant field of D. We have shown
that R×i
∼= F×qsi for some si | s0 where s0 = [FD : FK ]. Set
(3.4) hs = hs(D/K,R) := #{1 ≤ i ≤ h | #(R
×
i ) = q
s − 1}.
We call hs(D/K,R) the weight-s class number of R. We point out that hs depends
only on the invariants of R at finite places of K. The mass sum Mass(D/K,R)
then can be written as
(3.5) Mass(D/K,R) =
∑
s|s0
hs
qs − 1
.
Note that
(3.6) h =
∑
s|s0
hs.
For any positive divisor s of n, we denote by Ls the constant field extension KFqs
of degree s. Let OLs := AFqs , the integral closure of A in Ls. For 1 ≤ i ≤ h, an
optimal embedding of OLs into Ri is an embedding f : Ls →֒ D such that
f(Ls) ∩Ri = f(OLs).
If the set of optimal embeddings of OLs into Ri is non-empty, then there are ex-
actly s different embeddings into Ri. To see this, the map f is determined by its
restriction on the constant subfield Fqs and the image f(Fqs) is contained in the
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finite field Fq[R
×
i ]. Therefore, there are exactly s maps f . Note that an optimal
embedding of Ls into Ri exists if and only if Fqs can be embedded into Ri.
The number of optimal embeddings of OLs into Ri are related to the class num-
bers hs′ for s|s′ via the following identity:
(3.7) s ·
∑
s′:s|s′|s0
hs′ =
∑
1≤i≤h
#{optimal embeddings of OLs into Ri}.
Let
(3.8) E(D/K, s,R) :=
∑
1≤i≤h
#{optimal embeddings of OLs into Ri}.
Then E(D/K, s,R), as the same as h and hs, also depends only on the invariants
of R at finite places of K. Suppose we can compute E(E/K, s,R) for each divisor
s > 1 of s0. Then together with the mass formula (3.2) and the equation (3.5), we
have enough equations to solve the numbers hs. This gives the class number h in
question.
3.3. Adelization. Now we focus on the computation of E(D/K, s,R) for s > 1.
Fix an inclusion ι : Ls0 = KFD →֒ D. For each positive divisor s of s0, the set of
optimal embeddings of OLs into Ri can be identified with
Cι(Ls)
×\Eι(s,Ri)/(R
×
i ),
where Cι(Ls) is the centralizer of ι(Ls) in D and
Eι(s,Ri) := {g ∈ D
× | g−1ι(Ls)g ∩Ri = g
−1ι(OLs)g}.
Set
(3.9) Êι(s,R) := {g ∈ D̂
× | ι(Ls) ∩ gR̂g
−1 = ι(OLs)}.
Then
Lemma 3.2. We have the following bijection:
Φ :
h∐
i=1
Cι(Ls)
×\Eι(s,Ri)/R
×
i
∼= Cι(Ls)×\Êι(s,R)/R̂×
g ∈ Eι(s,Ri) 7−→ Cι(Ls)×ggiR̂×,
where g1, ..., gh are the chosen representatives of double cosets in D
×\D̂×/R̂×.
Proof. It is clear that Φ is well-defined. Now, for each gˆ ∈ Êι(s,R), there exist
an element bgˆ ∈ D×, an integer igˆ with 1 ≤ igˆ ≤ h, and an element γˆgˆ ∈ R̂× such
that
gˆ = bgˆ · gigˆ · γˆgˆ.
Then bgˆ must be in Eι(s,Rigˆ ), and
Cι(Ls)
×gˆR̂× 7−→ Cι(Ls)
×bgˆR
×
igˆ
∈ Cι(Ls)
×\Eι(s,Rigˆ )/R
×
igˆ
gives the inverse map of Φ.
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Let L̂s := Ls ⊗K A∞K , and let Cι(L̂s) be the centralizer of ι(L̂s) in D̂. We have
the following canonical surjective map
(3.10) Ψ : Cι(Ls)
×\Êι(s,R)/R̂
×
։ Cι(L̂s)
×\Êι(s,R)/R̂
×.
The fiber of a double coset Cι(L̂s)
×gˆR̂× under the map Ψ is equal to the following
double coset space
(3.11) Cι(Ls)
×\Cι(L̂s)
×/
(
Cι(L̂s)
× ∩ gˆR̂×gˆ−1
)
.
Note that the base space Cι(L̂s)
×\Êι(s,R)/R̂× can be decomposed locally:
(3.12) Cι(L̂s)
×\Êι(s,R)/R̂
× =
∏
v 6=∞
Cι(Ls,v)
×\Ev,ι(s,Rv)/R
×
v ,
where
Ls,v := Ls ⊗K Kv, Rv := R⊗A Ov, OLs,v := OLs ⊗A Ov =
∏
w|v
OLs,w,
and
(3.13) Ev,ι(s,Rv) := {gv ∈ D
×
v | ι(Ls,v) ∩ gvRvg
−1
v = ι(OLs,v)}.
Therefore, to compute the number of optimal embeddings in question, we need
to
• give an explicit parametrization of Cι(Ls,v)×\Ev,ι(s,Rv)/R×v for each finite
place v of K, and
• calculate the cardinality of the fiber of each double coset in the base space
Cι(L̂s)
×\Êι(s,R)/R̂×.
According to the study of local optimal embeddings in Section 7, the double
coset space Cι(Ls,v)
×\Ev,ι(s,Rv)/R×v can be understood clearly. Besides, the fiber
of a double coset in Cι(L̂s)
×\Êι(s,R)/R̂× can be identified with the set of locally
free right ideal classes of a corresponding hereditary OLs-order in the centralizer
Cι(Ls). When s > 1 and s | [FD : Fq], the algebra Cι(Ls) is again a definite central
simple algebra over Ls, with [Cι(Ls) : Ls] = (n/s)
2. Repeating this process, we
evaluate the class number h(R) eventually.
4. Main results
4.1. In this section, we analyze the number of global optimal embeddings. We
establish relations among weight-s class numbers hs(R) and those of smaller central
simple subalgebras, for which we call the “generalized “transfer principle”. Then
we use these relations to evaluate the class number h(R) recursively.
Let ~f := (~fv)v 6=∞ where for each finite place v of K, ~fv = (fv,1, ..., fv,rv) is a
vector in Zrv>0 with
∑rv
j=1 fv,j = mv, and for almost all v we have rv = 1. Let
R = R(D/K,~f) be a hereditary A-order in D so that the invariant of Rv is ~fv at
every finite place v.
Let s be a positive divisor of s0 = [FD : Fq]. Recall the equation (3.7) (also see
(3.8))
s ·
∑
s′:s|s′|s0
hs′(D/K,~f) = E(D/K, s,~f),
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where hs(D/K,~f) = hs(D/K,R) and E(D/K, s,~f) = E(D/K, s,R) are as in Sec-
tion 3.2.
Before presenting our main result, we recall some notations and the invariants
which we need:
• D is a definite central simple algebra over K with dimK D = n2.
• κv/dv mod Z is the local invariants of D at v and mv = n/dv.
• For each positive divisor s of n, put
ℓs,v = gcd(s, deg v), and ts,v = gcd(s/ℓs,v, dv).
• We denote by Σ0Ls the set of places w of Ls = KFqs with w ∤∞.
Note that ℓs,v is the number of places of Ls over v and ts,v is the capacity of the
central simple algebra ∆v⊗Kv Ls,w over Ls,w, that is, ∆v⊗Kv Ls,w = Matts,v(∆w′).
4.2. The index set Ω(D/K, s,~f). Let ~f = (~fv)v 6=∞ be as above, and let s be a
positive divisor of s0 = [FD : Fq]. We define a set Ω(D/K, s,~f) as the product over
all finite places of sets Ωv(D/K, s, ~fv):
(4.1) Ω(D/K, s,~f) =
∏
v 6=∞
Ωv(D/K, s, ~fv).
For each v ∈ Σ0K , let Ωv(D/K, s,
~fv) denote the set consisting of all tuples (~fw,∗)w|v
indexed by places w of Ls over v, where each ~fw,∗ = (fw,(i,j)) is an rv × ts,v-matrix
with non-negative integer entries fw,(i,j) ∈ Z≥0 (for 1 ≤ i ≤ rv and 1 ≤ j ≤ ts,v),
that satisfy the following conditions: If one puts
(4.2) fw,i :=
s
ℓs,vts,v
·
ts,v∑
j=1
fw,(i,j),
then
(4.3)
rv∑
i=1
fw,i =
mv
ℓs,v
∀w | v, and
∑
w|v
fw,i = fv,i for 1 ≤ i ≤ rv.
Each element of Ω(D/K, s,~f) is also of the form ~f∗ = (~fw,∗)w∈Σ0
Ls
, where ~fw,∗ =
(fw,(i,j)) with non-negative integers fw,(i,j) that satisfy the above conditions. We
put an order on the index set {(i, j)}1≤i≤rv,1≤j≤ts,v by
(i, j) < (i′, j′) if
{
j < j′, or
j = j′ and i < i′,
and write ~fw,∗ as a long vector in Z
rv ·ts,v
≥0 , that is,
~fw,∗ = (fw,(1,1), ..., fw,(rv,1), fw,(1,2), ..., fw,(rv,2), ..., fw,(1,ts,v), ..., fw,(rv,ts,v)).
When dv = 1 and rv = 1, one gets ts,v = 1 and ~fv = (n). In this case, we get
~fw,∗ = (n/s) for all places w of Ls lying above v. Therefore,
#(Ωv(D/K, s, ~fv)) = 1.
This shows that Ω(D/K, s,~f) is a finite set.
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Lemma 4.1. The set Ωv(D/K, s, ~fv) is non-empty if and only if
(4.4)
s
ℓs,vts,v
∣∣∣ fv,i
for 1 ≤ i ≤ rv.
Proof. It is clear that the non-emptiness of Ωv(D/K, s, ~fv) implies the condition
(4.4).
Note that s/ℓs,vts,v = [F∆′w : F∆v ]. Since there is an embedding Ls,w →֒
Matmv/ℓs,v(∆v), the divisibility (s/ℓs,vts,v) | (mv/ℓs,v) is automatically satisfied.
Conversely, suppose the condition (4.4) is satisfied. Then the set Ωv(D/K, s, ~fv) is
non-empty by the next lemma. This proves the lemma.
Lemma 4.2. Let (m1, . . . ,mℓ) and (f1, . . . , fr) be two sequences of non-negative
integers satisfying
∑ℓ
w=1mw =
∑r
i=1 fi. Then the set
Ω :=
{
(fw,i) ∈ Z
ℓ
≥0 × Z
r
≥0
∣∣∣ ∑
w
fw,i = fi, ∀ i, and
∑
i
fw.i = mw ∀w
}
is non-empty.
Proof. We prove this by induction on ℓ. The statement holds clearly when
ℓ = 1. For any ℓ, choose non-negative integers fℓ,1 . . . , fℓ,r with fℓ,i ≤ fi for
all i = 1, . . . , r and
∑
i fℓ,i = mℓ. By induction, the set for (m1, . . . ,mℓ−1) and
(f1− fℓ,1, . . . fr− fℓ,r) is non-empty and hence the set Ω is non-empty. This proves
the lemma.
4.3. Main results. For each ~f∗ ∈ Ω(D/K, s,~f), set ~fo∗ := (
~fow,∗)w∈Σ0Ls
where ~fow,∗
is the vector obtained by removing the zero entries of the vector ~fw,∗. For example,
if ~fw,∗ = (5, 0, 4, 1, 0, 1), then ~f
o
w,∗ = (5, 4, 1, 1). See (3.8) for the definition of the
term E(D/K, s,~f).
Theorem 4.3. Let D be a definite central simple algebra of degree n2 over K.
For each place v of K, the local invariant invv(D) is denoted by κv/dv mod Z and
n = mvdv. Let s be a positive divisor of s0 = [FD : FK ] and ~f = (~fv)v 6=∞, where for
each finite place v of K, ~fv = (fv,1, ..., fv,rv) is a vector in Z
rv
>0 with
∑rv
i=1 fv,i = mv,
and for almost all v we have rv = 1. Then
(4.5) E(D/K, s,~f) =
∑
~f∗∈Ω(D/K,s,~f )
h(D′s/Ls,
~fo∗ ).
Here D′s is the centralizer Cι(Ls) in D (for an arbitrary fixed embedding ι of Ls0
to D), which is a definite central simple algebra over Ls, and h(D
′
s/Ls,
~fo∗ ) is the
class number of hereditary OLs-order R(D
′
s/Ls,
~fo∗ ) in D
′
s.
Proof. Fix an embedding ι : Ls0 →֒ D. For any positive divisor s of s0, we must
have ℓs,∞ = 1. Therefore D
′
s is definite (with respect to the unique place of Ls
lying above ∞).
Let R = R(D/K,~f) be a hereditary A-order in D such that the invariant of R
is ~f . By Lemma 3.2, we have
E(D/K, s,~f) = #
(
Cι(Ls)
×\Êι(s,R)/R̂
×
)
.
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Consider the canonical surjective map
Ψ : Cι(Ls)
×\Êι(s,R)/R̂
×
։ Cι(L̂s)
×\Êι(s,R)/R̂
×.
Note that
(4.6) Cι(L̂s)
×\Êι(s,R)/R̂
× =
∏
v 6=∞
Cι(Ls,v)
×\Ev,ι(s,Rv)/R
×
v ,
By Lemma 7.2, Propositions 7.5 and 7.6 (1), and Theorem 7.10 (1), we have a
natural bijection
Cι(Ls,v)
×\Ev,ι(s,Rv)/R
×
v ≃ Ωv(D/K, s, ~fv).
From (4.1) we have a natural bijection
(4.7) Cι(L̂s)
×\Êι(s,R)/R̂
× ≃ Ω(D/K, s,~f).
Let [gˆ] be the double coset corresponding to a given ~f∗ ∈ Ω(D/K, s,~f). By
Propositions 7.5, 7.6 (2), and Theorem 7.10 (2), we have
Cι(Ls) ∩ gˆR̂gˆ
−1 = R(D′s/Ls,
~fo∗ ),
which is a hereditary OLs-order in D
′
s. Therefore
#Ψ−1([gˆ]) = #
(
Cι(Ls)
×\Cι(L̂s)
×/
(
Cι(L̂s)
× ∩ gˆR̂×gˆ−1
))
= h(D′s/Ls,
~fo∗ ).
(4.8)
This completes the proof of the theorem.
Theorem 4.4. Notations being as above. There is an optimal embedding of OLs
into a hereditary order R′ in D of invariant ~f if and only if for all v ∈ Σ0K , one has
(4.9)
s
ℓs,vts,v
∣∣∣ fv,i
for 1 ≤ i ≤ rv.
Proof. This follows from (4.7) and Lemma 4.1.
It is clear that for each positive divisor s of s0 = [FD : Fq], one has
[FD′s : Fqs ] = s0/s.
Theorem 4.3 (and (3.7)) tells us that
s ·
∑
s′:s|s′|s0
hs′(D/K,~f) =
∑
~f∗∈Ω(D/K,s,~f )
h(D′s/Ls,
~fo∗ )
=
∑
s′:s|s′|s0
 ∑
~f∗∈Ω(D/K,s,~f)
hs′/s(D
′
s/Ls,
~fo∗ )
 .(4.10)
The following is one of main theorems of this paper, which is a refinement of the
relation (4.10).
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Theorem 4.5. (The generalized transfer principle) For any two positive divisors
s and s′ of s0 with s | s′, we have
(4.11) s · hs′(D/K,~f) =
∑
~f∗∈Ω(D/K,s,~f)
hs′/s(D
′
s/Ls,
~fo∗ ).
Proof. For positive divisors s and s′ of s0 with s | s′, one observes that
Ω(D/K, s′,~f ) =
∐
~g∗∈Ω(D/K,s,~f)
Ω(D′s/Ls,
s′
s
, ~go∗).
Suppose the statement holds in the case s = s′, that is, the relation
(4.12) s · hs(D/K,~f) =
∑
~f∗∈Ω(D/K,s,~f )
h1(D
′
s/Ls,
~fo∗ )
holds for any positive divisor s of s0. Then
s · hs′(D/K,~f) =
s
s′
·
(
s′ · hs′(D/K,~f)
)
=
s
s′
·
∑
~f∗∈Ω(D/K,s′,~f)
h1(D
′
s′/Ls′ ,
~fo∗ ).
On the other hand, one has∑
~g∗∈Ω(D/K,s,~f)
hs′/s(D
′
s/Ls, ~g
o
∗)
=
s
s′
∑
~g∗∈Ω(D/K,s,~f )
 ∑
~f∗∈Ω(D′s/Ls,s
′/s,~go∗)
h1(D
′
s′/Ls′ ,
~fo∗ )
 .
Therefore to complete the proof, it suffices to prove the equality (4.12). We prove
this by induction on the number µ(D/K, s) :=
∑
i ni, where [FD : FK ]/s =
∏
i p
ni
i
is the prime decomposition.
Note that [FD′s : FLs ] = s0/s for any positive divisor s of s0 = [FD : FK ].
Therefore (4.12) holds for µ(D/K, s) = 0, i.e. s = s0 = [FD : FK ]. Indeed, by
Theorem 4.3 we have
s0 · hs0(D/K,~f) = E(D/K, s0,~f )
=
∑
~f∗∈Ω(D/K,s0,~f)
h(D′s0/Ls0 ,
~fo∗ )
=
∑
~f∗∈Ω(D/K,s0,~f)
h1(D
′
s0/Ls0 ,
~fo∗ ).
Suppose the equality (4.12) holds for any pair (D′′/K ′′, s′′) with
µ(D′′/K ′′, s′′) < µ(D/K, s).
Then we get
E(D/K, s,~f) = s ·
∑
s′:s|s′|s0
hs′(D/K,~f)(4.13)
= s · hs(D/K,~f) +
∑
s′:s|s′|s0
s<s′
s
s′
(
s′ · hs′(D/K,~f)
)
.
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Since µ(D/K, s′) < µ(D/K, s) for any positive divisor s′ of s0 with s|s′ and s < s′,
by induction hypothesis, one has
(4.14)∑
s′:s|s′|s0
s<s′
s
s′
(
s′ · hs′(D/K,~f)
)
=
∑
s′:s|s′|s0
s<s′
s
s′
 ∑
~f∗∈Ω(D/K,s′,~f)
h1(D
′
s′/Ls′ ,
~fo∗ )
 .
On the other hand, by Theorem 4.3 we get
E(D/K, s,~f)(4.15)
=
∑
~f∗∈Ω(D/K,s,~f )
 ∑
s′:s|s′|s0
hs′/s(D
′
s/Ls,
~fo∗ )

=
∑
~f∗∈Ω(D/K,s,~f )
h1(D
′
s/Ls,
~fo∗ ) +
∑
s′:s|s′|s0,
s<s′
 ∑
~g∗∈Ω(D/K,s,~f )
hs′/s(D
′
s/Ls, ~g
o
∗)
 .
Since µ(D′s/Ls, s
′/s) < µ(D/K, s) for any positive divisor s′ of s0 with s|s′ and
s < s′, by induction hypothesis again we obtain that
∑
s′:s|s′|s0,
s<s′
 ∑
~g∗∈Ω(D/K,s,~f )
hs′/s(D
′
s/Ls, ~g
o
∗)
(4.16)
=
∑
s′:s|s′|s0,
s<s′
s
s′
·
 ∑
~g∗∈Ω(D/K,s,~f )
 ∑
~f∗∈Ω(D′s/Ls,s
′/s,~go∗)
h1(D
′
s′/Ls′ ,
~fo∗ )

=
∑
s′:s|s′|s0
s<s′
s
s′
 ∑
~f∗∈Ω(D/K,s′,~f)
h1(D
′
s′/Ls′ ,
~fo∗ )
 .
Then the equation (4.12) follows from (4.13) – (4.16). This completes the proof of
the theorem.
Recall that
Mass(D/K,~f) =
∑
s|[FD:FK ]
hs(D/K,~f)
qs − 1
.
Theorem 4.5 states that one can compute the weight-s′ class number hs′(D/K,~f) in
terms of the weight-s′/s class numbers of a central simple algebra D′s/Ls of smaller
degree. Then by induction one can compute the weight-s′ class number hs′(D/K,~f).
However, since the index set Ω(D/K, s,~f) could be quite large, the computation
by induction would be very complicated. The following theorem states that we
can compute directly a modified version of the right hand side of the equation
(4.11) in Theorem 4.5 without going through the induction step, but keep the same
information so that we can compute the weight-s′ class number hs′(D/K,~f). This
simplifies the computation significantly.
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Theorem 4.6. Notations being as above, one has
(4.17) s ·
∑
s′:s|s′|[FD:FK ]
hs′(D/K,~f)
qs′ − 1
=
∑
~f∗∈Ω(D/K,s,~f)
Mass(D′s/Ls,
~fo∗ ).
Proof. This is obtained by multiplying the factor (qs
′
− 1)−1 on (4.11) and
summing over all positive integers s′ with s|s′|s0.
Set Mass(D/K) := Mass(D/K,~fmax) where ~fmax is the invariant of a maximal
A-order in D. Then the mass formula in Theorem 3.1 says that
Mass(D/K,~f) = Mass(D/K) ·
∏
v∈Σ0
K
T ′v(D/K, ~fv),
where for a vector ~hv = (hv,1, ..., hv,rv) ∈ Z
rv
≥0, we set
(4.18) T ′v(D/K,~hv) :=
mv∏
i=1
(
N(v)dvi − 1
)
rv∏
i=1
(
hv,i∏
j=1
(
N(v)dvj − 1
)) .
For each finite place v of K, define
(4.19) Θv(D/K, s, ~fv) :=
∑
(~fw,∗)w|v∈Ωv(D/K,s, ~fv)
∏
w|v
T ′w(D
′
s/Ls,
~fw,∗)
 .
It is clear that Θv(D/K, s, ~fv) = 1 if dv = 1 and ~fv = (n). Therefore we can rewrite
Theorem 4.6 as the following theorem, which reduces the computation in purely
local terms.
Theorem 4.7. Notations being as above, one has
(4.20) s ·
∑
s′:s|s′|[FD:FK ]
hs′(D/K,~f)
qs′ − 1
= Mass(D′s/Ls) ·
∏
v∈Σ0
K
Θv(D/K, s, ~fv).
4.4. Explicit computation of Θv(D/K, s, ~fv). In this subsection we give a simple
method to compute the term Θv(D/K, s, ~fv) effectively.
Fix a finite place v of K. Recall that Dv = D ⊗K Kv ∼= Matmv (∆v) and ∆v is
a central division algebra over Kv with [∆v : Kv] = d
2
v. For any positive divisor
s of [FD : FK ], recall ℓs,v := gcd(s, deg v) and ts,v := gcd(s/ℓs,v, dv). We have
Ls,v =
∏ℓs,v
w=1Lw, where each Lw is a unramified extension over Kv of degree s/ℓs,v,
and ∆v ⊗Kv Lw ≃ Matts,v (∆
′
w). The division algebra ∆
′
w has degree d
′
v := dv/ts,v
over Lw and its residue field F∆′w has cardinality N(v)
d′vs/ℓs,v .
We assume that the set Ωv(D/K, s, ~fv) is non-empty. By Lemma 4.1, this is
equivalent to the condition
s
ℓs,vts,v
∣∣∣ fv,i, ∀ 1 ≤ i ≤ rv.
Since s divides [FD : FK ], one gets the divisibility
s
ℓs,vts,v
∣∣∣ (mv
ℓs,v
)
.
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The completion D′s ⊗Ls Ls,v of the division algebra D
′
s at v is the centralizer of
Ls,v in Dv, which is isomorphic to
(4.21)
ℓs,v∏
w=1
Mat
m
(s)
v
(∆′w),
where
m(s)v =
(
s
ℓs,vts,v
)−1
·
mv
ℓs,v
=
mvts,v
s
.
Set
f
(s)
v,i :=
(
s
ℓs,vts,v
)−1
· fv,i ∈ N, for 1 ≤ i ≤ rv.
Then the set Ωv := Ωv(D/K, s, ~fv) consists of all elements
(fw,(i,j))w,i,j ∈ Z
ℓs,v
≥0 × Z
rv
≥0 × Z
ts,v
≥0
that satisfy the following conditions
(4.22)∑
i,j
fw,(i,j) = m
(s)
v , ∀ 1 ≤ w ≤ ℓs,v and
∑
w,j
fw,(i,j) = f
(s)
v,i , ∀ 1 ≤ i ≤ rv.
Consider the following formal power series
F (T ) := 1 + a1T + a2T
2 + · · ·+ aνT
ν + · · · ∈ Q[[T ]],
where
(4.23) aν :=
ν∏
k=1
[N(v)(d
′
vs/ℓv,s)·k − 1]−1.
Put
G(X,Y , Z) :=
ℓs,v∏
w=1
rv∏
i=1
ts,v∏
j=1
F (Xw · Yi · Zj) ∈ Q[[X,Y , Z]],
where X = (X1, . . . , Xℓs,v), Y = (Y1, . . . , Yrv ), and Z = (Z1, . . . , Zts,v ). Then we
can use the generating function G to compute the term Θv(D/K, s, ~fv).
Proposition 4.8. The coefficient of the monomial
X
m(s)v
1 · · ·X
m(s)v
ℓs,v
Y
f
(s)
v,1
1 · · ·Y
f(s)v,rv
rv
of the formal power series G(X,Y , 1, ..., 1) ∈ Q[[X,Y ]] is equal tom(s)v∏
k=1
[N(v)(d
′
vs/ℓv,s)·k − 1]
−ℓs,v ·Θv(D/K, s, ~fv).
Proof. First for each w = 1, . . . , ℓs,v,
D′s ⊗Ls Lw ∼= Matm(s)v (∆
′
w)
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where ∆′w is a central division algebra over Lw of degree d
′
v. Using the definition
of Θv we can express the term Θv(D/K, s, ~fv) as follows
∑
(fw,(i,j))∈Ωv

ℓs,v∏
w=1

m(s)v∏
k=1
[N(v)(d
′
vs/ℓv,s)·k − 1]
rv∏
i=1
ts,v∏
j=1
fw,(i,j)∏
k=1
[N(v)(d
′
vs/ℓv,s)·k − 1]

 .
Therefore the termm(s)v∏
k=1
[N(v)(d
′
vs/ℓv,s)·k − 1]
−ℓs,v ·Θv(D/K, s, ~fv)
is equal to
(4.24)
∑
(fw,(i,j))w,i,j , with (4.22)
 ℓs,v∏
w=1
rv∏
i=1
ts,v∏
j=1
afw,(i,j)
 .
On the other hand, one sees that the coefficient of the monomial
X
m(s)v
1 · · ·X
m(s)v
ℓs,v
Y
f
(s)
v,1
1 · · ·Y
f(s)v,rv
rv
of the formal power series G(X,Z, 1, . . . , 1) is equal to
(4.25)
∑
(fw,i,j)w,i,j with (4.22)
 ℓs,v∏
w=1
rv∏
i=1
ts,v∏
j=1
afw,i,j
 .
The result follows from the equations (4.24) and (4.25). This completes the proof
of the proposition.
4.5. A recursive formula for computing class numbers. In this subsection,
we present an explicit recursive formula to compute the class numbers hs(D/K,~f)
in terms of mass sums. Recall that Mass(D/K,~f) can be expressed in terms of
special zeta values using the mass formula (Theorem 3.1). Then the target class
number h(D/K,~f) is simply the following sum
h(D/K,~f) =
∑
s∈N, s|[FD:FK ]
hs(D/K,~f).
We recall that (2.2) FD (resp. FK) is the constant field of D (resp. K). One
computes the degree s0 = [FD : FK ] using Lemma 2.3.
For each positive divisor s of [FD : FK ], we call the number of prime factors
of the integer [FD : FK ]/s with multiplicity the depth of (D/K, s), and denote it
by µ(D/K, s). That is, if [FD : FK ]/s =
∏
i p
ni
i is the prime decomposition, then
µ(D/K, s) =
∑
i ni.
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(1) The case µ(D/K, s) = 0, i.e. s = s0. It is clear that [FD′s : FLs ] = 1.
Theorems 4.6 and 4.7 states that
hs(D/K,~f) =
qs − 1
s
·
∑
~f∗∈Ω(D/K,s,~f )
Mass(D′s/Ls,
~fo∗ )(4.26)
=
qs − 1
s
·Mass(D′s/Ls) ·
∏
v∈Σ0
K
Θv(D/K, s, ~fv).
Therefore we have evaluated the class number hs(D/K,~f) when µ(D/K, s) = 1.
(2) Given a positive integer N , assume that the class number hs′(D/K,~f) has
been evaluated for any positive integer s′ with µ(D/K, s′) ≤ N . Let s be a positive
divisor of [FD : FK ] with the depth µ(D/K, s) = N + 1. Theorem 4.7 says that
(4.27) s ·
∑
s′:s|s′|[FD:FK ]
hs′(D/K,~f)
qs′ − 1
= Mass(D′s/Ls) ·
∏
v∈Σ0
K
Θv(D/K, s, ~fv).
Since the right hand side of the equation (4.27) can be computed explicitly, one
evaluates the term hs(D/K,~f) by
hs(D/K,~f) =
qs − 1
s
·
(
Mass(D′s/Ls) ·
∏
v∈Σ0
K
Θv(D/K, s, ~fv)
−s ·
∑
s′:s|s′|[FD :FK ],
s′>s
hs′(D/K,~f)
qs′ − 1
)
.
By the steps (1) and (2), we can compute all class numbers hs(D/K,~f) and
hence compute the desired class number h(D/K,~f).
Remark 4.9. Since the mass sum can be expressed by integral values of the zeta
function, the class number h(D/K,~f) can be expressed in terms of special zeta
values eventually.
5. Special cases
In this section, we explain first that Theorem 4.5 is a generalization of Gekeler’s
transfer principle [7]. We also deduce an explicit class number formula in the case
where the degree s0 = [FD : FK ] is a prime. Then we give one example to illustrate
how to compute the class number using the results in Section 4.
5.1. Gekeler’s transfer principle. Let K,∞, A be as before and v0 a fixed fi-
nite place of K. For any positive integer n, let Λ(K,∞, v0;n) denote the set of
isomorphism classes of supersingular Drinfeld A-modules of rank n over Fv0 . For
any object φ in Λ(K,∞, v0;n), the automorphism group Aut(φ) of φ is isomorphic
to F×qs for some positive integer s with s|n. For any positive divisor s of n, let
Λ(K,∞, v0;n, s) := {φ ∈ Λ(K,∞, v0;n) | Aut(φ) ≃ F
×
qs}.
Theorem 5.1 (The transfer principle [7]). For any two positive divisors s and s′
of n with s|s′, there is a natural bijection
(5.1) Φ : Λ(Ls,∞s, v0,s;n/s
′, s′/s)
∼
−→ Λ(K,∞, v0;n, s
′),
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where Ls is the constant field extension of degree s, v0,s and ∞s are the unique
places of Ls over v0 and ∞, respectively. Recall that OLs is the integral closure
of A in Ls. The map Φ sends a Drinfeld OLs-module φs : OLs → Fv0,s{τ} to the
Drinfeld A-module φ := φs|A.
Let D be the endomorphism algebra End(φ)⊗AK of φ, where φ is an object in
Λ(K,∞, v0;n). It is a basic fact that (cf. [6])
−inv∞(D) ≡ invv0(D) ≡ 1/n mod Z
and
invv(D) ≡ 0 mod Z for v 6= v0,∞.
The subset Λ(K,∞, v0;n, s) is non-empty if and only if s|s0, where s0 := [FD : FK ].
Using the notation as before, m∞ = mv0 = 1. By Lemma 2.1, the integer s0 is the
largest divisor s of n that satisfies (deg∞, s) = (deg v0, s) = 1. It follows that
(5.2) s0 =
∏
p∤deg v0·deg∞
pordp(n).
Let R := End(φ) be the endomorphism ring of φ, where φ ∈ Λ(K,∞, v0;n).
Then R is a maximal A-order in D and h(D/K,R) = #Λ(K,∞, v0;n). Moreover,
for any positive divisor s of s0 one gets
hs(D/K,R) = #Λ(K,∞, v0;n, s).
Therefore Gekeler’s transfer principle asserts that for s | s′ | s0, one has
hs′(D/K,R) = hs′/s(D
′
s/Ls, Rs),
where Rs is a maximal OLs-order in D
′
s.
Now, since R is a maximal A-order of D, the invariant ~fR = (~fv)v 6=∞ of R is as
follows
rv = 1 and ~fv = (mv), ∀ v ∈ Σ
0
K .
As D is of Drinfeld type, we have
mv =
{
1 if v =∞ or v0,
n otherwise;
and dv =
{
n if v =∞ or v0,
1 otherwise.
Consider elements ~f∗ = (~fw,∗)w∈Σ0
Ls
in Ω(D/K, s,~fR). For w 6= v0,s, the only
possible choice for ~fw,∗ for w 6= v0,s is (n/s). For w = v0,s, the vector ~fw,∗ =
(fw,(1,j))1≤j≤s satisfies the following property:
fw,(1,j) = 1 for some j and fw,(1,j′) = 0 for j
′ 6= j.
Therefore:
(i) The cardinality of Ω(D/K, s,~fR) is s.
(ii) For any ~f∗ ∈ Ω(D/K, s,~fR), the ring R(D′s/Ls,
~fo∗ ) is a maximal OLs-order
Rs in D
′
s.
By Theorem 4.5, we have
s · hs′(D/K,R) = s · hs′(D/K,~fR)
=
∑
~f∗∈Ω(D/K,s,~fR)
hs′/s(D
′
s/Ls,
~fo∗ )
= s · hs′/s(D
′
s/Ls, Rs).
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This is exactly Gekeler’s transfer principle.
5.2. The case where [FD : FK ] is a prime. Assume that s0 = [FD : FK ] is a
prime number. For any hereditary A-order R(D/K,~f), one has
h(D/K,~f) = h1(D/K,~f) + hs0(D/K,
~f),
and
Mass(D/K,~f) =
h1(D/K,~f)
q − 1
+
hs0(D/K,
~f)
qs0 − 1
.
By Theorem 4.7, we have
hs0(D/K,
~f) =
qs0 − 1
s0
·
∑
~f∗∈Ω(D/K,s0,~f)
Mass(D′s0/Ls0 ,
~fo∗ ).
Therefore we get the following result.
Theorem 5.2. When s0 = [FD : FK ] is a prime number, we have
h(D/K,~f) = (q − 1) ·Mass(D/K,~f)
+
qs0 − q
s0
·Mass(D′s0/Ls0) ·
∏
v∈Σ0
K
Θv(D/K, s0, ~fv).(5.3)
Now, suppose n is a prime number (where [D : K] = n2). For each place v of
K, let
ǫ(v) :=
{
1 if n ∤ deg v
0 otherwise.
There exists an embedding of Ln into D if and only if
∏
v∈SD
ǫ(v) = 1. Since
D′n
∼= Ln and AFqn = OLn , we have
(5.4) Mass(D′n/Ln) =
#(Pic(OLn))
(qn − 1)
and
(5.5) Θv(D/K, n, ~fv) = #(Ωv(D/K, n, ~fv)).
Therefore it suffices to compute #(Ωv(D/K, n, ~fv)) for the place v where Dv is a
division algebra or where the order Rv is not maximal.
Let S′ be the set of finite places of K where R is not maximal. Since n is
a prime, the intersection of SD and S
′ is empty. Suppose v ∈ SD − {∞}. For
(~fw,∗)w|v ∈ Ωv(D/K, n, ~fv), there are precisely n choices for ~fw,∗ if w is the only
one place lying above v where v ∈ SD − {∞}, i.e.
(5.6) #(Ωv(D/K, n, ~fv)) = n.
Let v ∈ S′. If ℓn,v = gcd(n, deg v) = 1, then Ωv(D/K, n, ~fv) is empty. Suppose
ℓn,v = n for all v ∈ S′. Then tn,v = 1 and mv/ℓn,v = 1 for v ∈ S′. Fix a place
v ∈ S′. Then for places w1, ..., wn lying above v, one has
~fwν ,∗ = (fwν ,(i,1))1≤i≤rv
with fwν ,(i,1) = 1 for some i and fwν ,(i′,1) = 0 for i
′ 6= i, and
n∑
ν=1
fwν ,(i,1) = fv,i for 1 ≤ i ≤ rv.
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Therefore the number of choices of (~fw1,∗, ...,
~fwn,∗) ∈ Ωv(D/K, n, ~fv), i.e. the car-
dinality of Ωv(D/K, n, ~fv), is
(5.7)
n!
fv,1! · · · fv,rv !
.
We conclude that Ω(D/K, n,~f) is non-empty if and only if
(5.8)
∏
v∈SD
ǫ(v) ·
∏
v∈S′
(1− ǫ(v)) = 1,
and in this case, one has
(5.9) #(Ω(D/K, n,~f)) =
∏
v∈S−{∞}
n ·
∏
v∈S′
n!
fv,1! · · · fv,rv !
.
By Theorem 5.2 and the relations (5.4)–(5.9) , we obtain the following result.
Theorem 5.3. Let D be a definite central simple algebra over K (with respect to
∞) of degree n. Let R = R(D/K,~f) be a hereditary A-order in D with invariant ~f .
Assume that n is a prime number. Let S be the set of places where D is ramified
(including ∞), and S′ be the set of finite places where the hereditary A-order R is
not maximal. Then the class number h(D/K,~f) is equal to
(q − 1) ·Mass(D/K,~f)
+
qn − q
qn − 1
·
#Pic(OLn)
n2
·
∏
v∈S
(n · ǫ(v)) ·
∏
v∈S′
(
n!
fv,1! · · · fv,rv !
(1 − ǫ(v))
)
.
(5.10)
Theorem 5.3 agrees with the main results of Denert and Van Geel [4, Theo-
rems 3 and 9] when K is the rational function field. We remark that the proof of
Theorem 5.3 does not rely on the Eichler-Brandt trace formula.
5.3. Example. Here we present one explicit example to show how to compute the
class number by the recursive formula in 4.5.
Let K = Fq(T ) with q = 3 and A = Fq[T ]. Let D be the central division algebra
over K with
−inv∞(D) = invT (D) =
1
4
mod Z,
invT+1(D) = invT+2(D) =
1
2
mod Z,
and invv(D) = 0 mod Z for v 6= ∞, T, T + 1, T + 2. Let R be a maximal A-order
in D. Then the invariant ~f = (~fv)v 6=∞ of R is:
~fT = (1)
~fT+1 = (2)
~fT+2 = (2)
~fv = (4) for v 6= T , T + 1, T + 2.
By Lemma 2.3, we have [FD : FK ] = 4. It suffices to compute h1(D/K,~f),
h2(D/K,~f), and h4(D/K,~f).
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Note that L4 = Fq4(T ), OL4 = Fq4 [T ], and D
′
4
∼= L4. By Theorem 4.7,
h4(D/K,~f) =
q4 − 1
4
·Mass(D′4/L4) ·
∏
0≤i≤2
ΘT+i(D/K, 4, ~fT+i)
=
1
4
·
∏
0≤i≤2
ΘT+i(D/K, 4, ~fT+i).
Since degT = degT + 1 = deg T + 2 = 1, there exists only one place wT (resp.
wT+1, wT+2) of L4 lying above T (resp. T + 1, T + 2). Therefore
ℓ4,T = ℓ4,T+1 = ℓ4,T+2 = 1,
and
t4,T = 4, t4,T+1 = t4,T+2 = 2.
This also tells us that
ΘT+i(D/K, 4, ~fT+i) = #(ΩT+i(D/K, 4, ~fT+i)).
When w = wT , for any ~fw,∗ = (fw,(1,j))1≤j≤4 ∈ ΩT (D/K, 4, ~fT ), one has
4∑
j=1
fw,(1,j) = 1.
This means that there are 4 choices for ~fwT ,∗, i.e.
#(ΩT (D/K, 4, ~fT )) = 4.
When w = wT+1 or wT+2, any vector ~fw,∗ = (fw,(1,j))1≤j≤2 satisfies that
4
1 · 2
·
2∑
j=1
fw,(1,j) = 2.
Therefore there are 2 choices for ~fwT+1,∗ and
~fwT+2,∗, i.e.
#(ΩT+1(D/K, 4, ~fT+1)) = #(ΩT+2(D/K, 4, ~fT+2)) = 2.
We then conclude that
(5.11) h4(D/K,~f) = 4.
Next, we compute h2(D/K,~f). It is clear that there exists only one place wT
(resp. wT+1, wT+2) of L2 lying above T (resp. T + 1, T + 2), and
ℓ2,T = ℓ2,T+1 = ℓ2,T+2 = 1, t2,T = t2,T+1 = t2,T+2 = 2.
By Theorem 4.7, we have
h2(D/K,~f)
q2 − 1
+
h4(D/K,~f)
q4 − 1
=
1
2
·Mass(D′2/L2) ·
∏
0≤i≤2
ΘT+i(D/K, 2, ~fT+i).
The mass formula in Theorem 3.1 says that
Mass(D′2/L2) =
1
q4 − 1
=
1
80
.
It remains to compute ΘT+i(D/K, 2, ~fT+i) for 0 ≤ i ≤ 2.
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The vectors ~fwT ,∗ = (fwT ,(1,j))1≤j≤2 ∈ ΩT (D/K, 2,
~fT ) satisfy that
2∑
j=1
fwT ,(1,j) = 1;
the vectors ~fwT+1,∗ = (fwT+1,(1,j))1≤j≤2 ∈ ΩT+1(D/K, 2,
~fT+1) and the vectors
~fwT+2,∗ = (fwT+2,(1,j))1≤j≤2 ∈ ΩT+1(D/K, 2,
~fT+1) satisfy that
2∑
j=1
fwT+1,(1,j) = 2 =
2∑
j=1
fwT+2,(1,j).
This means that
~fwT ,∗ = (1, 0) or (0, 1),
~fwT+1,∗ = (2, 0) or (1, 1) or (0, 2),
~fwT+2,∗ = (2, 0) or (1, 1) or (0, 2).
Hence
ΘT (D/K, 2, ~fT ) = 2
and
ΘT+1(D/K, 2, ~fT+1) = ΘT+2(D/K, 2, ~fT+2) = 2 +
q4 − 1
q2 − 1
= 12.
Therefore we get
(5.12) h2(D/K,~f) = 14.
Recall
h1(D/K,~f)
q − 1
+
h2(D/K,~f)
q2 − 1
+
h4(D/K,~f)
q4 − 1
= Mass(D/K,~f).
From the mass formula in Theorem 3.1, we have
Mass(D/K,~f) = 169/5.
Together with the equations (5.11) and (5.12), we finally get
h1(D/K,~f) = 64 and h(D/K,~f) = 82.
6. Non-principal genera
In the previous sections, we study the class number h(R) of locally free right
ideal classes of R (the principal genus). In this section, we study the class number
of ideal classes of R which are not necessarily locally free. We show that the class
number of any genus of ideal classes of R can be computed in terms of the that of
locally free ideal classes of another order R′, which is still hereditary. As a result,
our previous results on the computation of the class number of the locally free ideal
classes of an arbitrary hereditary order R can be extended to that of arbitrary ideal
classes of an arbitrary hereditary order (in D).
Keep the notation as before, in particularK,∞, A, D, R have the same meaning
in the previous sections, By a right ideal I of R we mean an A-lattice I in D which is
also a right R-submodule of D. Recall that a genus of right R-ideals is a maximal
set of right R-ideals in D where any two ideals are mutually equivalent locally
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everywhere, that is, for two ideals I and J , there exists an element αv ∈ D×v such
that Jv = αv ·Iv for any finite place v ofK. Two ideals I and J in a genus L are said
to be globally equivalent if there is an element α ∈ D× such that J = αI. Let L/∼
denote the set of globally equivalent classes in the genus L and h(L) := #(L/∼),
the cardinality of L/∼, called the class number of L. The set of locally free R-ideals
forms a genus, which is called the principal genus; the others are called non-principal
genera.
Let v be a finite place of K. Suppose the invariant of Rv is fv = (fv,1, ..., fv,rv).
Then it is known that (cf. [11] (39.23) Theorem) any indecomposable Rv-module
is one of the form
M1,M2, ...,Mrv
whereM1 = O
mv
∆v
, Mi =Mi−1 ·rad(Rv) for 1 < i ≤ rv, and rad(Rv) is the Jacobson
radical of Rv. Recall that Dv ≃ Matmv (∆v), where ∆v is the division part and
O∆v is the maximal order in ∆v. Suppose a right ideal I of R is given. Then as an
Rv-module, Iv must be isomorphic to
(6.1) M
gv,1
1 ⊕M
gv,2
2 ⊕ · · · ⊕M
gv,rv
rv
for some gv = (gv,1, ..., gv,rv) with gv,i ∈ Z≥0 for each i and
∑rv
i=1 gv,i = mv.
The datum gv fixes an isomorphism class of right Rv-ideals, and we call it the
isomorphism type of Iv or the local isomorphism type of I at v. Therefore we
conclude the following result.
Proposition 6.1. The set of all genera of right R-ideals can be parametrized by
the vectors g := (gv)v 6=∞, where
(6.2) gv = (gv,1, ..., gv,rv) ∈ Z
rv
≥0 with
rv∑
i=1
gv,i = mv
and rv is the period of Rv. More precisely, let I(g) be the ideal of R such that for
all finite places v
I(g)v =M
gv,1
1 ⊕M
gv,2
2 ⊕ · · · ⊕M
gv,rv
rv .
Then for any ideal J of R, there exists a unique vector g such that J and I(g) are
in the same genus.
Remark. When Rv is a maximal order, we have rv = 1 and so Iv must be isomorphic
to Rv as Rv-module. Therefore there are only finitely many genera of R.
Let I be a right ideal of R, and let L(I) be the genus of right R-ideals that
contains I. Since any member J ∈ L(I) has the property Jv = αvIv, it follows that
L(I) ∼= D̂×/R̂×I
where RI is the left order of I. Therefore,
(6.3) L(I)/∼∼= D×\D̂×/R̂×I
∼= Cl(RI)
and hence one gets h(L(I)) = h(RI), the class number of locally free right R-ideal
classes.
We now describe RI . We may assume that I = I(g) for some vector g as in
(6.2). For each gv we define another vector g
o
v by removing the zero entries of gv.
For example if gv = (3, 6, 0, 1, 0) (with local period rv = 5), then we define the
vector gov to be (3, 6, 1) (with new local period r
′
v = 3).
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Proposition 6.2. For each finite place v of K, we have
RI(g),v = RI(g) ⊗A Ov ∼= Mat(g
o
v, O∆v).
In particular, RI(g) is a hereditary A-order in D whose local invariant at v is equal
to gov.
Proof. Under the identification ofDv and Matmv(∆v), I(g)v consists of elements
(Yi,j)1≤i,j≤rv satisfying that
Yi,j ∈
{
Matgv,i×fv,j (O∆v ) if i ≤ j,
Matgv,i×fv,j (Pv) if i > j.
Let (Zi,j)1≤i,j≤rv be an element inDv where Zi,j ∈Matgi×gj (∆v). Then (Zi,j)1≤i,j≤rv
is in RI(g),v if and only if for any (Yi,j)1≤i,j≤rv ∈ I(g)v,
(6.4)
rv∑
k=1
Zi,k · Yk,j ∈
{
Matgv,i×fv,j (O∆v ) if i ≤ j,
Matgv,i×fv,j (Pv) if i > j.
For 1 ≤ k ≤ rv, plugging elements (Yi,j)1≤i,j≤rv of I(g)v with Yi,j = 0 if i 6= k in
(6.4), we get
Zi,k · Yk,j ∈
{
Matgv,i×fv,j (O∆v ) if i ≤ j,
Matgv,i×fv,j (Pv) if i > j.
This implies that (Zi,j)1≤i,j≤rv is in RI(g),v if and only if
Zi,j ∈
{
Matgv,i×gv,j (O∆v ) if i ≤ j,
Matgv,i×gv,j (Pv) if i > j.
Therefore RI(g),v is a hereditary Ov-order with invariant g
o
v.
Together with the parametrization of the genera of R-ideals in Proposition 6.1,
we obtain the following result.
Theorem 6.3. The total class number of right ideal classes of R is equal to∑
g
h(g),
where g runs through the vectors described in Proposition 6.1 and h(g) := h(RI(g)).
Remark. After computing the class number of RI(g) for each g, we obtain the total
class number of right ideal classes of R.
7. Local optimal embeddings
7.1. Fix a non-Archimedean local field F . Let D be a finite dimensional central
simple algebra over F . Take any simple left D-submodule V of D. Let ∆ =(
EndD(V )
)op
, which is a central division algebra over F . Then V can be viewed
as a free right ∆-module, and D is canonically isomorphic to End∆(V ). Let m :=
rank∆(V ). Then
D ∼= Matm(∆).
Let d be the positive integer such that d2 = [∆ : F ]. For any field extension F ′ over
F , there exists an embedding of F ′ into D if and only if [F ′ : F ] divides n := md.
In general, let
L = L1 × L2 × · · · × Lℓ
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where for 1 ≤ w ≤ ℓ, Lw is a finite field extension of F . Then
Lemma 7.1. (1) There exists an F -algebra embedding ι : L →֒ D ∼= End∆(V ) if
and only if there exists positive integers m1, ...,mℓ such that
m1 + · · ·+mℓ = m = rank∆(V ) and [Lw : F ] | mwd.
(2) Given two embeddings ι1 and ι2 of L into D. There exists an element g in D
×
such that
ι1(α) = g
−1ι2(α)g, ∀α ∈ L
if and only if rank∆(ι1(ew)V ) = rank∆(ι2(ew)V ) for 1 ≤ w ≤ ℓ, where ew is the
idempotent in L corresponding to Lw.
Proof. Suppose there exists an F -algebra embedding ι : L →֒ End∆(V ). For
1 ≤ w ≤ ℓ, let ew be the idempotent in L corresponding to Lw. Then ι(ew)V 6= 0
and ι induces an embedding of Lw into End∆(ι(ew)V ). Set mw := rank∆(ι(ew)V )
for each w. We have
m1 + · · ·+mℓ = m and [Lw : F ] | mwd.
Conversely, suppose we can find positive integersm1, ...,mℓ satisfying the desired
property. Consider any decomposition
V = V1 ⊕ V2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Vℓ
with rank∆(Vw) = mw. There exists ιw : Lw →֒ End∆(Vw) for 1 ≤ w ≤ ℓ. Then
the composition of ι1× · · ·× ιℓ and the natural embedding of
∏ℓ
w=1 End∆(Vw) into
End∆(V ) gives an embedding ι : L →֒ D. Therefore the proof of (1) is complete.
For (2), if there exists g ∈ D× such that
ι1(α) = g
−1ι2(α)g,
then for 1 ≤ w ≤ ℓ,
rank∆(ι1(ew)V ) = rank∆(g
−1ι2(ew)V ) = rank∆(ι2(ew)V ).
Conversely, suppose rank∆(ι1(ew)V ) = rank∆(ι2(ew)V ) for 1 ≤ w ≤ ℓ. Then
ι1(ew)V and ι2(ew)V are isomorphic as (Lw,∆)-bimodules since ∆ ⊗F Lw is a
central simple algebra over Lw. Let gw : ι1(ew)V
∼
−→ ι2(ew)V be an isomorphism of
(Lw,∆)-bimodules. Then the element g in D
× corresponding to the automorphism
g1 × · · · × gℓ : V =
ℓ⊕
w=1
ι1(ew)V →
ℓ⊕
w=1
ι2(ew)V = V
satisfies that
ι1(α) = g
−1ι2(α)g, ∀α ∈ L.
This completes the proof of (2).
The vector (m1, ...,mℓ) where mw = rank∆(ι(ew)V ) is called the type of the
embedding ι : L →֒ D.
Now, we fix an F -algebra embedding ι : L = L1 × · · · × Lℓ →֒ D of type
(m1, ...,mℓ). Denote by OF (resp. OLw ) the valuation ring of F (resp. Lw) and set
OL := OL1 × · · · ×OLℓ .
For any OF -order R of D, we call ι an optimal embedding of OL into R if
ι(L) ∩R = ι(OL).
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Two optimal embeddings ι1 and ι2 of the same type are called equivalent modulo
R× if there exists an element u ∈ R× such that
ι1(α) = u · ι2(α) · u
−1, ∀α ∈ L.
Then Lemma 7.1 implies that
Lemma 7.2. The set of equivalence classes of optimal embeddings of type (m1, ...mℓ)
from OL into R modulo R
× can be identified with
Cι(L)
×\Eι(R)/R
×
where Cι(L) is the centralizers of ι(L) in D and
(7.1) Eι(R) := {g ∈ D
× : ι(L) ∩ gRg−1 = ι(OL)}.
Suppose R is hereditary, i.e. any right (or equivalently left) ideal of R is projective
as an R-module. Let O∆ be the maximal compact subring of ∆ and P∆ be the
maximal two-sided ideal of O∆. Then there exists a vector ~fR = (f1, ..., fr) ∈ Zr>0
such that
R ∼= Matm(~fR, O∆),
where the ring Matm(~fR, O∆) consists of elements (Xi,j)1≤i,j≤r in Matm(O∆) such
that
Xi,j ∈
{
Matfi×fj (O∆) if i ≤ j,
Matfi×fj (P∆) if i > j.
The number r is called the period of R; the vector ~fR := (f1, ..., fr) is called the
invariant of R, which is uniquely determined by R up to cyclic permutations. When
r = m and fi = 1 for all i, the order R is an Iwahori order, which is conjugate to
the preimage of the set of upper triangular matrices over F∆ := O∆/P∆. Next, we
connect optimal embeddings of a given type from OL into a hereditary OF -order
R of D modulo R× with the “flags” of (OL, O∆)-bimodules.
7.2. (OL, O∆)-flags. Recall that D ∼= End∆(V ) and V is a free right ∆-module of
rank∆(V ) = m.
Definition 7.3. Let N1, ..., Nr be free right O∆-modules in V of O∆-rank m. We
call N∗ := (N1, ..., Nr) an O∆-flag in V of type ~f = (f1, ..., fr) ∈ Zr>0 if
(1) N1 ) N2 ) · · · ) Nr ) Nr+1 := N1P∆.
(2) dimF∆(Ni/Ni+1) = fi for 1 ≤ i ≤ r.
The set HomO∆(N∗, N
′
∗) of morphisms of O∆-flags in V of type
~f consists of endo-
morphisms φ ∈ End∆(V ) such that φ(Ni) ⊆ N ′i for 1 ≤ i ≤ r.
Fix a ∆-basis {x1, ..., xm} of V . Given a vector ~f = (f1, ..., fr) ∈ Zr>0, set
f(i) :=
i∑
j=1
fj for 1 ≤ i ≤ r, and f(0) := 0.
Then we have a strictly increasing sequence of integers 0 = f(0) < f(1) < · · · <
f(r) = m. For 1 ≤ i ≤ r, let
Mi :=
m−f(i−1)⊕
k=1
xkO∆
⊕
 m⊕
k=m−f(i−1)+1
xkP∆
 .
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Then M∗(~f) := (M1, ...,Mr) is an O∆-flag in V of type ~f , and
EndO∆(M∗(~f))
∼= Matm(~f,O∆).
It is clear that every O∆-flag in V of type ~f is of the form
gM∗(~f) := (gM1, ..., gMr)
where g is in Aut∆(V ) ∼= D×, and
EndO∆(gM∗(
~f)) = gEndO∆(M∗(
~f))g−1.
Suppose an F -algebra embedding ι : L →֒ D of type (m1, ...,mℓ) is given.
Definition 7.4. Let N∗ = (N1, ..., Nr) be an O∆-flag in V of type ~f . We call N∗
an (OL, O∆)-flag in V of type (ι, ~f) if
ι(OL) ·Ni ⊆ Ni for all 1 ≤ i ≤ r.
The set Hom(OL,O∆)(N∗, N
′
∗) of morphisms of (OL, O∆)-flags in V of type (ι,
~f)
consists of morphisms in HomO∆(N∗, N
′
∗) which commute with ι(OL).
Let R be a hereditary OF -order of D with invariant ~fR. This means that
there exists an isomorphism from D to Matm(∆) that sends R onto the order
Matm(~fR, O∆). Given g ∈ D×, suppose gM∗(~fR) is an (OL, O∆)-flag in V of type
(ι, ~fR). Then we must have
g−1ι(OL)g ⊂ EndO∆(M∗(~fR)) = R,
which means that g is in Eι(R) (see (7.1)). Two (OL, O∆)-flags g1M∗(~fR) and
g2M∗(~fR) in V of type (ι, ~fR) are isomorphic if and only if there exists an element
h in Cι(L)
× such that g−12 hg1 ∈ R
×. If we denote by FL(OL, O∆,m, ι, ~f) the set of
isomorphism classes of (OL, O∆)-flags of a given type (ι, ~f) in V , then we conclude
that
Proposition 7.5. We have the following bijection
(7.2)
Cι(L)
×\Eι(R)/R× ←→ FL(OL, O∆,m, ι, ~fR)
Cι(L)
×gR× 7−→ [gM∗(~fR)].
Moreover, let gM∗(~fR) be an (OL, O∆)-flag in V of type (ι, ~fR). One has
Cι(L) ∩ gRg
−1 ∼= End(OL,O∆)(gM∗(
~fR))
and
Cι(L)
× ∩ gR×g−1 ∼= Aut(OL,O∆)(gM∗(
~fR)).
Remark. For any two embeddings ι1 and ι2 of L intoD, the sets FL(OL, O∆,m, ι1, ~fR)
and FL(OL, O∆,m, ι2, ~fR) are isomorphic if ι1 and ι2 have the same type.
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7.3. Decomposition of FL(OL, O∆,m, ι, ~f). In this subsection, we fix an F -
algebra embedding ι of L = L1×· · ·×Lℓ intoD of type (m1, ...,mℓ). The centralizer
Cι(L) of ι(L) in D is canonically isomorphic to
ℓ∏
w=1
End(Lw,∆)(ι(ew)V ),
where ew is the idempotent in L corresponding to Lw, and End(Lw,∆)(ι(ew)V ) is
the endomorphism ring of the (Lw,∆)-bimodule ι(ew)V , which is a central simple
algebra over Lw.
Let N∗ = (N1, ..., Nr) be an (OL, O∆)-flag in V of type (ι, ~f). For each w with
1 ≤ w ≤ ℓ, we have the chain of lattices
ι(ew)N1 ⊇ · · · ι(ew)Nr ⊇ ι(ew)Nr+1 = ι(ew)N1P∆ in V .
Put fw,i := dimF∆(ι(ew)Ni/ι(ew)Ni+1). From Ni = ⊕wι(ew)Ni it follows that
(7.3)
ℓ∑
w=1
fw,i = fi and
r∑
i=1
fw,i = mw.
We denote by ~fow the vector obtained by removing zero entries of
~fw = (fw,1, ..., fw,r),
i.e.
~fow = (fw,j1 , ..., fw,jrw )
where 1 ≤ j1 < · · · < jrw ≤ r, fw,jk > 0, and fw,j = 0 for j 6= j1, ..., jrw . Then
(7.4) ι(ew)N∗ := (ι(ew)Nj1 , ..., ι(ew)Njrw )
is an (OLw , O∆)-flag in ι(ew)V of type (ιw ,
~fow), where ιw is the restriction of ι on
OLw .
Conversely, suppose we have an (OLw , O∆)-flagNi,∗ = (Nw,1, ..., Nw,rw) in ι(ew)V
of type (ι, ~fow) for 1 ≤ w ≤ ℓ, where ~f
o
w is obtained by removing zero entries of a
vector ~fw = (fw,1, ..., fw,r), with
ℓ∑
w=1
fw,i = fi and
r∑
i=1
fw,i = mw
Let
Ni = ⊕
ℓ
w=1Nw,i ⊂ V, 1 ≤ i ≤ r.
Then N∗ = (N1, ..., Nr) is an (OL, O∆)-flag in V of type (ι, ~f).
It is clear that two (OL, O∆)-flags N∗ and N
′
∗ in V are isomorphic if and only if
ι(ew)N∗ and ι(ew)N
′
∗ are isomorphic (OLw , O∆)-flags in ι(ew)V for all w = 1, . . . , ℓ.
We get the following result.
Proposition 7.6. (1) One has
(7.5) FL(OL, O∆,m, ι, ~f) =
∐
(~f1,..., ~fℓ)
(
ℓ∏
w=1
FL(OLw , O∆,mw, ιw,
~fow)
)
,
where (~f1, ..., ~fℓ) runs through all tuples of vectors ~fw = (fw,i)i ∈ Zr≥0 of non-
negative integers satisfying the condition (7.3), and ~fow is the vector obtained by
removing zero entries of the vector ~fw.
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(2) Given an (OL, O∆)-flag N∗ in V of type (ι, ~f), we have
End(OL,O∆)(N∗) =
ℓ∏
w=1
End(OLw ,O∆)(ι(ew)N∗).
and
Aut(OL,O∆)(N∗) =
ℓ∏
w=1
Aut(OLw ,O∆)(ι(ew)N∗).
Remark. The above proposition tells us that to understand FL(OL, O∆,m, ι, ~f), it
suffices to focus on the case when L is a field.
7.4. Special case: when L is an unramified field extension. Fix an embed-
ding ι : L →֒ D as usual. In this subsection, we describe explicitly the isomorphism
classes in FL(OL, O∆,m, ι, ~f) for the case where L is an unramified field extension
over F . Recall the following basic result:
Proposition 7.7. Let L be a finite extension over F . If we let
t := gcd([L : F ], d),
where d2 = [∆ : F ], then the central simple algebra ∆ ⊗F L over L is isomorphic
to Matt(∆
′) where ∆′ is a central division algebra over L with dimL∆
′ = (d/t)2.
From now on, L is an unramified field extension of K. Choose an unramified
maximal subfield W in ∆. Then [W : F ] = d. Let π be a uniformizer of F . There
exists an element u in ∆ and a positive integer κ with gcd(κ, d) = 1 such that
ud = πκ and uα = FrobW/F (α)u, ∀α ∈ W.
Here FrobW/F is the Frobenius automorphism of W over F . Therefore ∆ is isomor-
phic to the cyclic algebra (W/F,FrobW/F , π
κ) (cf. [11] §30 and §31). The integer
κ mod d is independent of the choices of W and u, and
κ
d
mod Z ∈ Q/Z
is called the Hasse invariant of D = Matm(∆).
It is known that ∆′ is isomorphic to the cyclic algebra
(WL/L,FrobWL/L, π
κ′)
where κ′ ≡ κ · ([L : F ]/t) mod (d/t) (cf. [11] (31.9)).
Let γ (resp. γ′) be a positive integer such that
γ · κ ≡ 1 mod d, (resp. γ′ · κ′ ≡ 1 mod (d/t)).
There exists an element Π (resp. Π′) in ∆ (resp. ∆′) such that Πd = π (resp.
(Π′)d/t = π) and
Πα = FrobγW/F (α)Π, ∀α ∈W
(resp. Π′α′ = Frobγ
′
WL/L(α
′)Π′, ∀α′ ∈ WL).
Obviously,
Π′α = Frobγ·tW/F (α)Π
′ ∀α ∈W.
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Now, the isomorphism between ∆ ⊗F L and Matt(∆′) can be described by the
following:
Π⊗ 1 7−→

0 1
. . .
. . .
0 1
Π′ 0
,
α⊗ 1 7−→

α
FrobγW/F (α)
. . .
Frob
γ(t−1)
W/F (α)
 ∀α ∈ W ,
1⊗ β 7−→
β . . .
β
 ∀β ∈ L.
In particular, denote by O∆′ the maximal compact subring in ∆
′ and P∆′ :=
Π′O∆′ , the maximal two-sided ideal in O∆′ . Then
O∆ ⊗OF OL ∼=

O∆′ O∆′ · · · O∆′
P∆′ O∆′ · · · O∆′
...
. . .
. . .
...
P∆′ · · · P′∆ O∆′
 ⊂ Matt(∆′).
We conclude that
Lemma 7.8. Suppose L is unramified over F . Then O∆ ⊗OF OL is isomorphic to
an Iwahori order in Matt(∆
′).
Recall that ι : L →֒ D = End∆(V ) is a fixed embedding. Then V can be viewed
as an (L,∆)-bimodule via ι. It is natural to think V as a right ∆ ⊗F L-module.
For 1 ≤ i, j ≤ t, let Ei,j be the (i, j)-th elementary matrix in Matt(∆′) ∼= ∆ ⊗F L
(i.e. whose (i, j)-entry is one and other entries are zero). Let
V (i) := V Ei,i for 1 ≤ i ≤ t.
The multiplication by Ei,j from the right gives rise to an isomorphism of free right
∆′-modules
ϕj,i : V
(i) −→ V (j)
xEi,i 7−→ xEi,j =
(
(xEi,i) · Ei,j
)
·Ej,j .
Therefore
m′ := rank∆′V
(i) =
1
t
· rank∆′V =
m[∆ : F ]
t[∆′ : F ]
=
m · t
[L : F ]
as t2[∆′ : F ] = [∆⊗F L : F ] = [∆ : F ][L : F ].
Lemma 7.9. For 1 ≤ i ≤ t, we have
End∆⊗FL(V )
∼= End∆′(V (i))
g 7→ g |V (i) .
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Proof. For a given h ∈ End∆′(V (i)), consider the following map
Φh :=
t∑
j=1
ϕj,i ◦ h ◦ ϕi,j :
t⊕
j=1
V (j) −→
t⊕
j=1
V (j).
It is clear that Φh ∈ End∆⊗FL(V ) and Φh|V (i) = h.
On the other hand, let g ∈ End∆⊗FL(V ). For any α in V ,
g(α) = g(
t∑
j=1
αEj,j) =
t∑
j=1
(
g(αEj,i)
)
Ei,j =
t∑
j=1
(ϕj,i ◦ (g |V (i)) ◦ ϕi,j)(α)
and the result follows.
For 1 ≤ i < t, one has
Πi ·Et,t = Et−i,t and Π
t · Et,t = Et,t · Π
′.
Let N∗ = (N1, ..., Nr) be an (OL, O∆)-flag in V of type ~f = (f1, ..., fr). Then we
can view N∗ as a flag of right O∆ ⊗OF OL-modules (in V ). Set
Ni,j := Ni ·Et+1−j,t ⊂ V
(t) for 1 ≤ i ≤ r and 1 ≤ j ≤ t.
Then multiplying Et,t (from the right) on the chain
N1 ) N2 ) · · · ) Nr ) Nr+1 = N1 · Π,
we get a longer chain of right O∆′ -lattices in V
(t):
(7.6)
N1,1 ⊇ N2,1 ⊇ · · · ⊇ Nr,1
⊇ N1,2 ⊇ N2,2 ⊇ · · · ⊇ Nr,2
⊇ · · · · · · · · · · · ·
⊇ N1,t ⊇ N2,t ⊇ · · · ⊇ Nr,t
⊇ N1,1 · Π′.
Moreover,
Ni =
t⊕
j=1
Ni,jEt,t+1−j for 1 ≤ i ≤ r.
Recall that F∆ = O∆/P∆ and we let F∆′ = O∆′/P∆′. Let
(7.7) fi,j :=

dimF∆′ (Ni,j/Ni+1,j) for 1 ≤ i < r,
dimF∆′ (Nr,j/N1,j+1) for i = r and 1 ≤ j < t,
dimF∆′
(
Nr,t/(N1,1Π
′)
)
for i = r and j = t.
Then for 1 ≤ i ≤ r,
[F∆′ : F∆] ·
t∑
j=1
fi,j =
[L : F ]
t
·
t∑
j=1
fi,j = fi.
This tells us that [L : F ]/t divides fi,j for all i.
We fix an order of the index set {(i, j)}1≤i≤r,1≤j≤t:
(i, j) < (i′, j′) if
{
j < j′
j = j′ and i < i′.
Consider the vector
~f∗ = (fi,j)1≤i≤r,1≤j≤t = (f1,1, ..., fr,1, f1,2, ..., fr,2, ..., f1,t, ..., fr,t).
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Let ~fo∗ be the vector obtained by removing the zero entries of the vector
~f∗. Picking
the “gap” of the chain (Ni,j)1≤i≤r,1≤j≤t as (7.4), we obtain an O∆′ -flag in V
(t) of
type ~fo∗ . It is clear that
EndE(OL,O∆)(N∗)
∼= Matm′(~f
o
∗ , O∆′) ⊂ Matm′(∆
′).
Conversely, suppose [L : F ]/t divides fi for all i. Then for any such a chain
of O∆′-lattices
(
Ni,j
)
1≤i≤r,1≤j≤t
in V (t), we can rebuild an (OL, O∆)-flag N∗ =
(N1, ..., Nr) in V of type (ι, ~f) by setting
Ni =
t⊕
j=1
Ni,j · Et,t+1−j ⊂
t⊕
j=1
V (t+1−j) = V.
Two (OL, O∆)-flags N∗ and N
′
∗ are isomorphic if and only if fi,j = f
′
i,j for 1 ≤ i ≤ r
and 1 ≤ j ≤ t. We conclude the above discussion in the following result:
Theorem 7.10. Suppose an embedding ι : L →֒ D is given, where L is an unram-
ified extension over F .
(1) The set FL(OL, O∆,m, ι, ~f) of isomorphism classes of (OL, O∆)-flags in V
of type (ι, ~f = (f1, ..., fr)) can be parametrized by the vectors ~f∗ =
(
fi,j
)
1≤i≤r,1≤j≤t
of non-negative integers fi,j satisfying
(7.8)
[L : F ]
t
·
t∑
j=1
fi,j = fi for all 1 ≤ i ≤ r.
(2) Let N∗ be an (OL, O∆)-flag in V of type ~f . Let ~f∗ =
(
fi,j
)
1≤i≤r,1≤j≤t
be its
corresponding vector. Then
End(OL,O∆)(N∗)
∼= Matm′(~f
o
∗ , O∆′) ⊂ Matm′(∆
′)
where the vector ~fo∗ is obtained by removing zero entries of
~f∗.
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